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6A.01 941 07 concur with recommendation that Edit Committee develop uniform language to address similar language elsewhere in the MUTCD to reduce redundancy

6A.01 941 17 do not concur – change to “… while reasonably protecting road users, workers…”

6A.01 941 30 insert the word as follows: “…constraints, cost, and the…”

6A.01 941 37 replace “can also” with “might” to read “…improvements might be realized…”

6A.01 941 38 - 40 concur with deletion of the sentence beginning with “The use …traffic-flow.”

6A.01 941 41 – 50 concur

6A.01 942 09 concur

6B.01 943 3 – 9 concur

6B.01 943 34 number as 1st of 7 principles

6B.01 943 38 substitute practical for possible — “… as nearly as practical comparable to those…”

6B.01 943 42 concur

6B.01 943 44 number as 2nd of 7 principles

6B.01 943 48 do not concur

concur

3rd fundamental principle

4th fundamental principle

do not concur

concur

modify to read “...Provide worker safety protect road users and workers...”

5th fundamental principle

6th fundamental principle

7th fundamental principle

concur

concur

insert “...flow protecting road users and workers when a ...

concur

concur – we wish English units was in front of metric

concur

concur

concur with this insertion: “...are approximate and for guidance purposes, and should...”
delete sentence “These distances... recommended distances.
These distances should be adjusted for field conditions if needed
by increasing or decreasing recommended distances.”

6C.04  948  7 - 8  concur
6C.04  948  10 -11  concur
6C.05  948  23 – 29 do not concur
6C.06  949  21 – through end of 6C.15 page 952 – concur